New Phonetics Technology LLC
Speak English with NEEPO - The Fastest Way to speak English on Earth!

Why NEEPO? The purpose of NEEPO (NEEPO), New English Phonetic Orthography, is to help teach students with little or no English speaking or listening comprehension skills to speak English appropriately and to do so in the shortest time possible.

NEEPO is cutting-edge technology found in a digital e-learning course, Speak English with NEEPO. The text of the course is written in Pure NEEPO. It teaches students the 36 sounds of English and the 10 combination sounds with one corresponding symbol, not the sounds that letters make. It is not Phonics. It is a New Phonetics Technology.

These sounds and symbols are used to form words, sentences, and pattern drills with built in grammar that are associated with pictures for comprehension. The students acquire a "special reading ability" used to make possible a type of ESL study otherwise impossible in the past.

The results of the use of the "NEEPO" phonetic system show students are happier, relieved, and very excited about their ability to learn to speak English quickly, correctly and without an accent.

Module 1 FREE
neeppoacademy.com/
self-signup
Code: NEEPO77

Features
- NEEPO Methodology
- Highly oral course
- Controls pronunciation
- Cutting edge New Phonetics Technology
- Bypasses the first language
- Audio Lingual pattern drills w/pictures & sound
- Built-in Grammar
- Pilot study results
- Transitions student to traditional English
- Practical Applied Phonetics
- Monolingual

Benefits
- Makes English 100% pure
- Students speak English from day one
- Removes foreign accent
- Superior to traditional ESL methods
- No translation needed, avoiding confusion
- Creates automatic and fluent speech
- Students speak correct English automatically
- Shows student success
- Students can adapt easily to the regular classroom
- Uses pure Latin/English Alphabet, designed for education, ages 7-Adult
- Used to develop beginning English speaking skills
- Multiple Non-English speakers can take the course at the same time
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